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Member State: Austria 

Amendment to the Federal Constitutional Act, the CommAustria 

Act, the Telecommunications 2003 Act, the Copyright Collecting 

Society 2006 Act, the Austrian Broadcasting “ORF” Act, the Private 

Television Act, the Private Radio Act and the Television Exclusive 

Rights Act 
 

Official Journal: Bundesgesetz der Republik Österreich, Number I, 50/2010  

 

[…] 

 

Article 5 

Amendment to the ORF Act 

 

The ORF Act, Federal Law Gazette (hereinafter BGBl.) I no. 83/2001 as amended by the 

Federal Act (BGBl.). I no. 102/2007 and the Federal Ministries Amendment Act 2009, BGBl. I 

no. 3, is amended as follows: 

 

1. The designation of the first section reads: 

"Organization and Public Function of the Austrian Broadcasting Service" 

 

2. In § 1 sec. 2, first sentence, the word „public-interest“ is replaced by the word „public 

interest“, § 1 sec. 2 second sentence reads: 

"The public service mandate comprises the commissions of §§ 3 to 5." 

 

3. To § 1 is added the following sec. 5: 

„(5) All personal designations used in this Federal Act apply equally to persons of both 

feminine and masculine gender." 

 

4. After § 1 the following § 1a including heading is inserted: 

"Definition of Terms" 

§ 1a. In terms of this Act, the following refer: 

1. "Audiovisual media service" is an offered service under the editorial responsibility of 

the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation or one of its subsidiaries by way of services offered 

over communication networks (§3 line 11 Telecom Law -TKG2003, BGBl.  I no.70), with its 
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main purpose existing in the provision of programmes to inform, entertain or educate the 

general public; 

2. "Television programme" is an audiovisual media service, which is made available for the 

simultaneous viewing of programmes based on a chronological transmission schedule; 

3. "Radio programme" is a service offered under the editorial responsibility of the Austrian 

Broadcasting Corporation, which is made available for the simultaneous reception of radio 

programmes based on a chronological transmission schedule; 

4. "On-demand service" is an audiovisual media service for the reception of programmes 

from a specified catalogue by way of time-specific selections and individual requests made 

by the user; 

5. "Programme" 

a) in television transmissions and on-demand services, is a single, coherent and time-limited 

sequence of moving images with or without sound, which, in the case of television 

transmission, is component part of a chronological transmission schedule or, in the case of 

on-demand services, part of a catalogue; 

b) in radio broadcasting, it is a single, coherent and time-limited component part of a 

transmission; 

6. "Commercial communication", is each and every remark, reference or presentation, 

which 

a) directly or indirectly promotes the supply of goods and services or the image of a natural 

or legal personality, who pursues an economic activity, or 

b) fosters the support of a matter or idea, 

which is added to or contained in a programme or an offer in return for payment or for a 

similar return of service or, as in the case of point a), is added as a self-promoting advertising 

or is just contained therein.  Forms of commercial communication include, inter alia, product 

placement, the presentation of production props of insignificant value, sponsorship 

references and also advertising as in point 8; 

7. "Surreptitious advertising" is the reference to or presentation of goods, services, names, 

brands or activities of a manufacturer of goods or a provider of services, when it is 

intentionally planned by the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation or one of its subsidiaries for 

advertising purposes, which, with respect to the actual purpose of the reference or 

presentation, can mislead the general public.  Such a reference or presentation is particularly 

considered as intentional, if it takes place in return for payment or is considered for a similar 

return of service; 

8. "Television advertising or radio advertising (advertising)" 

a) is any form of remark in the execution of a trade, business, craft or free occupation, which 

is transmitted in return for payment or considered for a similar return of service with the 

purpose of self-promotion or the promotion of goods or services, including immovable 

property, rights and obligations, in return for payment, or 

b) any form of remark, which is transmitted in support of a matter or idea, in return for 

payment or a similar return of service; 
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9. "Teleshopping" in television programmes are transmissions of direct offers to the public in 

order to promote the sale of goods or the delivery of services, including immovable property, 

rights and obligations, in return for payment; 

10. "Product placement" is any form of commercial communication designed to present a 

product, service or a corresponding trademark for payment or for a similar consideration for 

inclusion in a programme or the provision of a reference so that it can feature within a 

programme.  Not considered as product placement is the provision of goods or services free 

of charge, or services such as production props or prizes, provided those goods or services 

involved are of insignificant value. 

11.Sponsorship is any contribution made by public or private undertakings that are not 

engaged in the domain of the provision of audiovisual media services or in the production of 

audiovisual works or in the broadcasting of programmes or transmissions towards the 

funding of such services with the sole purpose of promoting the name, trademark, image, 

activities or services of the undertaking." 

 

[...] 

 

24. The following sentences have been added to § 5 sec. 2: 

"In addition, every effort has to be undertaken to ensure that the proportion of handicapped 

accessible programmes by appropriate means for people with a visual or hearing disability 

are to increase continuously vis-à-vis the state of affairs on 31 December 2009.  To this end, 

the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation has been given time until 31 December 2010 to come 

forward with a plan after having consulted with representatives from the mentioned disability 

organizations for the continuous expansion of handicapped accessibility to television 

broadcasting in accordance with §3 sec.1 line2, including the on-line services, which are to 

include measures towards its step by step implementation.  The plan is to be reviewed at 

least annually and adjusted where applicable. In the medium term, ORF is to strive towards 

achieving the subtitling of all its television programmes with language content." 

 

[...] 

 

47. The heading of § 10 reads: "Content Principles" 

 

48. In § 10 sec. 3 the words "total programme" is replaced by the word "total supply". 

 

49. § 10 Sec. 11 reads: 

„(11) The subject matter on offer by the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation may not contain 

any material that could seriously impair the physical, mental or moral development of minors, 

in particular such programmes that show pornography or gratuitous violence." 

 

50. The heading of §°11 reads: "Promoting European Works" 
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51. In § 11 sec.1the word sequence „Art. 6 of the Directive 89/552/EEC for the coordination 

of certain legal specifications and administrative orders of the member countries on the 

execution of television activity (Television Directive), OJ L 298 of 17 October 1989, p. 23, as 

worded in the Directive 97/36/EC, OJ L 202 of 30 July 1997, p. 60“ is replaced by the word 

sequence „Art. 1 Sec. 1 letter n and Sec. 2 to 4 of the Directive 2010/13/EC for the 

coordination of certain legal and administrative specifications of the member states on the 

provision of audiovisual media services (Directive on audiovisual media services), OJ L 95 of 

15/04/2010, p. 1“. 

 

52. § 12 including heading reads: "European Works in On-Demand Services 

§ 12. Notwithstanding the specifications of §§°4e and 4f in conjunction with the provisions of 

Section 1a, in the frame of practicality and where appropriate, the bulk of the programmes, 

which are presented by the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation or its subsidiaries as on-

demand services must be of European origin in compliance with Article 1 Sec.1 l. n and Sec. 

2 to 4 of the Directive 2010/13/EU on the coordination of certain legal specifications and 

administrative prescriptions for the members states on the provision of audiovisual media 

services (Directive on audio-visual media services), OJ L 95 of 15.4.2010 p. 1. " 

 

53. The heading of section 3 Section 3 reads: "Section 3 Commercial Communication" 

 

54. §§13 to 17 including headings read: "Content Requirements and Restrictions 

§ 13. (1) Commercial communication must be easily recognizable as such. Surreptitious 

advertising and commercial communication in programmes and transmissions below the 

human perception threshold are prohibited. 

(2) It is not allowed in commercial communication for persons, who regularly present news 

programmes or programmes of current political affairs or people who regularly work as 

programme makers and journalistic employees of the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation, or 

who present certain programmes, to appear either in the picture nor to be used in the sound 

of such programmes. 

(3) Commercial communication may not 

 1. violate human dignity, 

 2. contain any discrimination based on racial or ethnic origin, gender, age, disability, 

religion or belief, nationality or sexual orientation, 

 3. promote behaviour that jeopardizes health or safety; 

 4. promote behaviour that grossly jeopardizes the protection of the environment; 

 5. promote unlawful practices, 

 6. mislead or harm the interests of the consumer, or 

 7. interfere with editorial independence. 

(4) Any form of commercial communication in favour of liquors, cigarettes or other tobacco 

products, as well as medicine available only on medical prescription, medicinal products and 

therapeutic treatments is forbidden. Commercial communication for all other medicines, 
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medicinal products and of therapeutic treatments must be honest, truthful and verifiable. It 

may not harm people. 

(5) Commercial communications for alcoholic beverages must meet the following criteria: 

 1. It may not specially be directed to minors and promote the excessive enjoyment of 

such drinks. 

 2. It may in particular not present minors consuming alcohol. 

 3. No connection at all between an improvement of the physical achievement and 

alcohol enjoyment or the driving of motor vehicles and alcohol enjoyment may be 

produced. 

 4. The impression that the consumption of alcohol contributes towards social or sexual 

success may not be created; 

 5. It may not suggest a therapeutic, stimulating, soothing or conflict-solving effect of 

alcohol. 

 6. Abstinence or moderation in relation to the enjoyment of alcoholic drinks may not be 

presented negatively. 

 7. The high amount of alcoholic content of beverages may not be highlighted as a 

positive quality. 

(6) Commercial communication may not cause physical or mental damage to minors and is 

therefore subject to the following criteria for the protection of minors: 

 1. It may not directly exhort minors to buy or hire products or services by exploiting their 

inexperience and credulity. 

 2. It may not directly encourage minors to persuade their parents or a third party to 

purchase the goods or services. 

 3. It must not exploit the special trust minors place in parents, teachers or other 

confidants. 

 4. It may not show minors without justified reason in dangerous situations. 

(7) The depiction of production props or prizes of insignificant value in news programmes 

and programmes on political information is inadmissible. 

(8) The Austrian Broadcasting Corporation has obligated itself to lay down directives with 

regard to commercial communication involved in children’s programmes concerning foods 

and beverages, nutrients and substances with a nutritional or physiological effect, in 

particular those such as fat, trans-fatty acids, salt/sodium and sugars, excessive intakes of 

which in the overall diet are not recommended. These require the approval of the Foundation 

Board and are to be published in an easy, direct and permanently accessible way. 

(9) The Advisory (Foundation) Board can lay down further content and time restrictions 

concerning commercial communications. Such laid down directives are to be published in an 

easy, direct and permanently accessible way. 

 

Television and radio advertising, advertising times 

§ 14. (1) Advertising must as such be easily recognizable and be distinguishable from 

the editorial content. It is to be separated unambiguously from other programme parts 

through optical, acoustic or spatial means. 
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(2) The broadcasting of advertising directed at under-age persons directly before and after 

children's programmes is prohibited. 

(3) Unless determined otherwise by this Federal Act, the Advisory (Foundation) Board, on 

proposals by the Director-General, lays down the scope of advertising in programmes of the 

Austrian Broadcasting Corporation. Such laid down directives are to be published in an easy, 

direct and permanently accessible way. Broadcasting times for advertising may not be 

awarded on Good Friday, neither on 1 November nor on 24 December. 

(4) One of the Austria-wide radio programmes, in accordance with § 3 sec. 1 (1), has to 

remain free of advertising. Advertising is only permissible Austria-wide in Austria-wide radio 

programmes. Radio advertising may on an annual average not exceed the daily duration of 

172 minutes in total, with deviations of not more than 20°% per day permissible. Advertising 

on an annual average of 8°% of the daily broadcasting time may not be exceeded in a 

specific programme. Radio advertising transmitted in one state (of the federation) only is to 

be paid only once and may not exceed the daily duration of five minutes calculated on an 

annual average, whereby deviations of at most 20°% per day are acceptable.  The duration 

of advertising that is transmitted simultaneously in more than one state-wide programme 

("Ring advertising") is to be included in each of the five minute advertising periods of the 

state-wide programmes. 

(5) Advertising in television programmes is only allowed Austria-wide. Austria-wide television 

advertising may on an annual average not exceed the duration of 42 minutes per day per 

programme, with deviations of not more than 20°% allowed per day. Advertising in cinema 

films, funded or co-funded by the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation, is not to be included in 

the maximum permissible period mentioned in the previous sentence or that mentioned in § 

4b sec. 2 sentence four and § 4c sec. 2 sentence five. The portion of television advertising of 

20°% may not be exceeded within one full hour. Hours mean the 24°equal parts of a 

calendar day. 

(5a) Exempted from Section 5 sentences one and two, advertising is restricted to each 

federal state apiece for events and campaigns in the domains of sport, art and culture, in so 

far that these do not receive more space than usual in the reporting by the Austrian media, 

as well as in the domains of folklore and customs, and, in addition, advertising for general 

public health services, traffic security and consumer protection.  The duration of such 

advertising is limited, each to a maximum of 150 seconds per day per federal state. Sec. 5 

the last and before last sentences are to remain as is. Advertising may only be 

commissioned by the following legal entities: 

 1. (Federal) states and communities; 

 2. other legal persons from the public authority sector, provided they have nationwide 

representation; 

 3. legal entities from the non-profit sector (§§34 ff Federal Tax Code (BAO), BGBl. no. 

194/1961); 

 4. companies that exclusively perform public non-profit engagements in the areas 

mentioned in sentence one and that received only one state, or, together with other 

legal entities, who are subject of the audits of the Court of Auditors with a share of at 

least 50 percent of the nominal, basic or share capital (equity), or that operate alone 

or together with other similar legal entities in a state (federal). 

Advertising, furthermore, may only then be transmitted by the Austrian Broadcasting 

Corporation when the client can prove, that he also commissioned or will commission 
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commercial communication in at least the same amount as for the object of advertising under 

discussion to other radio complementing media companies, also involved with broadcasting. 

(5b) The Austrian Broadcasting Corporation has to inform the regulating authority on all 

agreements pertaining to the transmission of advertising, stating the nature and scope of the 

service and also the remuneration as required in Section 5a, including the cooperation 

mentioned in the previous sentence on a quarterly basis. 

(6) Not to be included in the respective maximum permissible advertising duration is the 

duration of 

 1. references by the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation to own programmes and to 

ancillary products, derived directly from these programmes, and 

 2. product placements. 

(7) The advertising of radio programmes of the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation in 

television programmes of the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation (§ 3) and the other way 

round, in as far that it does not contain references to the subject matter of individual 

programmes, is not allowed. 

(8) Television advertising for periodic printed works may not refer to the content in the title 

(name of the printed work) and the policy line. The allowed broadcasting time calculated for 

it, may not amount to more than two minutes of the entire weekly advertising time. The 

allocation of these broadcasting times and the tariffs have to be the same for all media 

owners of the mentioned printed works and must take place within the same and non-

discriminating set of conditions. Full particulars are dealt with in the tariff services of 

commercial communications (§ 23 sec. 2 line 8). 

(9) Public service contributions and free of charge charity appeals in the broadcasting and 

on-line services are treated under the provisions in § 13 sec. 1, 3 and 9, as well as § 14 sec. 

1 and sec. 3 the first sentence. 

(10) A client of commercial communication may exercise no editorial influence on the 

programme contents. 

(11) Teleshopping is prohibited by the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation and its 

subsidiaries. 

 

Commercial breaks 

§ 15. (1) Television advertising is to be transmitted in blocks between individual programmes. 

Individually transmitted advertising spots, other than in the transmission of sports events, 

shall remain the exception. 

(2) The interrupting of television programmes through advertising is, as stated in §°3 with the 

exception of the following both sentences, inadmissible.  In sport programmes consisting of 

independent parts, the advertising may only be inserted between the independent parts, 

whereby the sport programme may be interrupted once for every full period of 15 minutes 

(calculated on the programmed transmission duration of the programme without inclusion of 

the duration of the advertising) once and within every full hour calculated from the start of the 

programme for at the most four interruptions.  During sport transmissions and programmes 

on similarly structured events and presentations with intervals, the advertising may be 

inserted only in those intervals. 
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(3) Television advertising can be inserted in programmes mentioned in §§ 9 and 9a during 

transmission times with the following restrictions to be taken into consideration: as long as 

they do not impair the integrity of the programmes, taking into account natural breaks, as well 

as the nature and duration of the programme concerned.  The rights of the rights holders are 

not to be prejudiced in the process. The transmission of films made for television (with the 

exception of series, serials and documentaries), cinematographic works and news 

programmes may be interrupted for purposes of television advertising once for each 

scheduled period of at least 30 minutes.  The transmission of children’s programmes may be 

interrupted not more than once for each scheduled period of at least 30 minutes, provided 

that the scheduled duration of the programme is longer than 30 minutes.  The transmission 

of religious services may not be interrupted by television advertising. 

 

Product placement 

§ 16. (1) Product placement (§ 1a sec. 1 line 10) is illegal, subject to the provisions of 

sections 2 and 3. 

(2) Not considered to be within the scope of section 1 is the provision of free goods or 

services, such as production aids or prizes in terms of their inclusion in a programme.  This 

exception does not apply to news and political information programmes. 

(3) Exempted from the prohibition of section 1 are cinematographic works, films made for 

television and television series, as well as sport and light entertainment programmes.  This 

exception does not apply to children's programmes. 

(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of § 13, programmes may in any case not contain product 

placement in favour of companies, whose principal activity is the manufacture or sale of 

cigarettes and other tobacco products.  Product placement is further not allowed in regionally 

transmitted television programmes, as well as free allocations, as in § 1a point 10 the last 

sentence. 

(5) Programmes that contain product placements must satisfy the following requirements: 

 1. Their content or their place in the programme may not be influenced in such a way 

that the editorial responsibility and independence may be affected. 

 2. They shall not directly encourage the purchase or rental or leasing of goods or 

services, in particular by making special sales promotional references to those goods 

or services. 

 3. They may not expose the relevant product too strongly 

 4. They must be unambiguously identifiable at the start and, in the case of a programme 

interruption (pursuant to § 15) when a programme resumes, after an advertising break 

and at the end of the programme in order to avoid any confusion on the part of the 

consumer. 

(6) Section 5 point 4 does not apply, provided that the programme is not produced by the 

Austrian Broadcasting Corporation itself or by an associated company of the Austrian 

Broadcasting Company or was commissioned to someone without knowledge about product 

placement. 
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Sponsorship 

§ 17. (1) Sponsored programmes must satisfy the following requirements: 

 1. Their content, or their programme placement as far as television programmes or radio 

programmes are concerned, may under no circumstances be influenced by the 

sponsor in such a way that the editorial responsibility and independence with regard 

to the programmes are influenced. 

 2. They are to be unambiguously recognizable as a sponsored programme through the 

name or the company logo or another symbol, such as a reference to the products or 

services or a correspondingly powerful sign of distinction at the beginning or end of a 

programme (sponsorship reference).  Sponsorship references during a programme 

are inadmissible. 

 3. They may not directly encourage the purchase, rental or leasing of goods or the 

utilization of services of the client or a third party, in particular, by making specific 

sales promotional references to those goods or services. 

(2) The sponsorship of natural or legal personalities, whose main activity is the manufacture 

or the sale of products or the provision of services for commercial communication, is 

prohibited in accordance with §°13 and is likewise declared illegal by other statutory 

provisions.  The sponsorship by undertakings, whose activities comprise the manufacture or 

sale of medicines and medical treatment, may receive a reference to the name or the 

company image, however not on specific medicines or medical treatments, when these are 

only available on prescription. 

(3) News and political information programmes may not be supported financially as defined 

in Section 1. 

(4) For sponsorship references in favour of media proprietors of periodic printed works, § 14 

sec. 8 apply accordingly. 

(5) In the instance that a sponsored programme does not favour a charitable objective or one 

with more of a public interest, then sponsorship references, in pursuant of §°14, may be 

included in the regulated advertising time.  The duration of the sponsorship references to be 

included in regional television programmes is determined by the ratio of the population 

technically reached by the regional programme to the entire Austrian population. 

(6) The format of programmes or programme parts according to thematic specifications of 

third parties in return for payment is inadmissible.  The transmission of a programme must 

not be made dependent on the condition that a contribution has to be made to finance the 

programme." 

 

 

55. § 18 including heading reads: 

"Requirements for teletext and online offers 

§ 18. (1) On the presentation and the provision of online offers on behalf of the public, the 

regulations of this Federal Act find unrestricted application.  The revenue of the Austrian 

Broadcasting Corporation from commercial communications in its online offerings on behalf 

of the public may not exceed the amount of 3% in each financial year, 4% from 1  January 

2013, and 5% from 1  January 2016 of the revenue of the preceding calendar year laid down 

by § 31 section 1 on programme fee levies 
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(2) On the presentation of teletext and the provision of online offers in the context of 

commercial activities (§ 8a) §§ 10 and 13 to 17 find application in terms of content, unless 

something else is specified.  The share of commercial communication in these offers is 

determined by the decision of the Advisory (Foundation) Board. 

(3) The offers mentioned in § 4f sec. 2 lines 1 to 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 20, 21 and 23 to 28 may 

not be provided in the context of commercial activities. 

(4) Commercial communication in teletext- and online offers is permitted only in standardized 

forms and formats.  The following forms are not allowed: forms with which a performance-

based invoicing takes on such a form that marketing instruments are used with the goal of 

achieving a measurable reaction or transaction with the user (Performance marketing), as 

well as those forms with which, on basis of the storage of user behaviour data, an 

individualization results.  The pricing of commercial communication in online offers has to 

result in the form of a certain monetary amount per visual contact.  The granting of discounts 

in the distribution of commercial communication in online offers is allowed exclusively on the 

basis of volume scaling in the same media type.  The granting of discounts in such a form 

that commercial communication may be acquired in larger quantities than with standardized 

prices (rebates) is inadmissible.  All forms, services, prices, rebates and discounts are to be 

determined and published in the tariff services for commercial communication. 

(5) Commercial communication in online offers, including the federal state sites, is only 

permitted on a nationwide scale." 

 

56. After § 18 the following § 18a including heading is inserted: 

"Obligation to disclose information 

§ 18a. (1) The Austrian Broadcasting Corporation and its subsidiaries have in spite of the 

regulations of §§ 24 and 25 of the Media Act or § 5 ECC to ensure that the following 

information is easily, directly and permanently accessible: 

 1. the concrete company name of the producer of the programme or of the provider of an 

on-demand service, 

 2. his postal address, 

 3. information making it possible to contact him quickly and to communicate directly and 

effectively, including the e-mail address and the website, as well as 

 4. information on the legal supervision of the responsible institution(s)." 

 

 

[...] 

 

 

97. § 47 reads: 

"§ 47. (1) With this Federal Act, the Directive 2010/13/EC towards the coordination of certain 

legal and administrative regulations of the members states concerning the provision of 

audiovisual media services (Directive on audio-visual media services), OJ L 95 of 15/04/2010 

p. 1 was implemented.  This Federal Act was notified (notification number 2010/136/A) in 

compliance with Directive 98/34/EC on an information procedure in the field of standards and 

technical prescriptions and the information society services prescriptions, OJ L 204 of 
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21/07/1998 p. 37, lastly amended on the basis of Directive 2006/96/EC, OJ L 363 of 

20/12/2006 p. 81. 

(2) with this Federal Act, the Directive 98/27/EG on omission complaints for the protection of 

consumer interests, OJ. L 166 of 11/06/1998 p. 51, amended on the basis of Directive 

2006/123/EC, OJ. L 376 of 27/12/2006 p. 36 was implemented. 

(3) With this Federal Act, the Directive 80/723/EEC of the Commission on the transparency 

of the financial relations between the members states and public companies, as well as on 

the financial transparency within certain companies, OJ L 193 of 29/07/2000 p. 75 in the 

context of Directive 2005/81/EC, OJ L 312 of 29/11/2005 p. 47 was implemented." 

98. § 48 Sec. 6 reads: 

"(6) Unless stated otherwise in this Federal Act, the following remain: Media Act, BGBl.  no. 

314/1981, and the E-Commerce Act, BGBl.  I no. 152/2001, as well as the advertising 

provisions of the Medicine Act, BGBl.  no. 185/1983, of the Medicinal Products Act, BGBl.  

no. 657/1996, and the advertising restrictions contained in the legislative provisions for the 

execution of health professions remain untouched." 
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Article 6 

Amendment to the Private Television Act 

 

The Private Television Act, BGBl. I no. 84/2001, as amended by the Federal Act BGBl. I no. 

7/2009, is amended as follows: 

 

1. The title reads: "Federal Act on Audiovisual Media Services (Audiovisual Media Services 

Act – "AMD G")" 

 

2. § 1 Sec. 1 reads: 

"(1) This Federal Act regulates 

 1. the presentation of wireless terrestrial television (terrestrial and mobile terrestrial 

television), via satellite (satellite television), as well as over electronic communication 

networks; 

 2. the provision of other audiovisual media services; 

 3. the operation of multiplex platforms." 

 

3. § 1 Sec. 3 reads: 

"(3) Only the ORF Act has legal jurisdiction to regulate operations of the Austrian 

Broadcasting Corporation and its subsidiaries as television broadcasters (sec. 1 point1) or 

media service providers (sec. 1 point2) as in BGBl. I no. 83/2001." 

 

4. § 2 reads: 

„§ 2. Following is meant under this Act: 

1. API (application programming interface): the interface implemented by a software 

programme that enables it to interact between applications made available by broadcasters 

or service providers, and the connections in the expanded digital television sets for digital 

broadcasting services; 

2.Audiovisual commercial communications: images with or without sound, that 

a) directly or indirectly promote the sale of goods and services or the image of a natural or 

legal personality who is pursuing an economic activity, or 

b) fosters the support of a matter or idea. 

These images are added to a programme in return for payment or for a similar consideration 

or in the case of a) added for self-promotional purposes or contained therein. Forms of 

audiovisual commercial communication include, at any rate, product placement, the 

representation of production props of insignificant value, sponsorship references and also 

advertising in accordance with point 40; 

3.Audiovisual media service: a service in terms of Articles 56 and 57 TFEU under the 

editorial responsibility of a media service provider, whose main purpose is the provision of 

programmes to inform, entertain or educate the general public by way of electronic 
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communications networks (§ 3 (11) TKG 2003). These include television programmes and 

audiovisual media services on-demand; 

4.On-demand audiovisual media service: an audiovisual media service provided by a 

media service provider for the viewing of programmes at a point in time chosen by the user 

and at his individual request from a catalogue of programmes selected by the media service 

provider (on-demand service). 

5.Basis package: the reception of those broadcasting programmes that are distributed by 

way of a multiplex platform for mobile terrestrial broadcasting, by means of a conditional 

access authorization system, however, regardless out of which programme aggregation such 

an agreement exists; 

6.Operator: a company that makes a public communication network or an accompanying 

facility available for the transmission of radio broadcasting or auxiliary services or that is 

authorized to provide such a service; 

7.Nationwide admittance (nationwide supply zone): the authorization to broadcast 

analogous terrestrial television to a service area that through the utilization of analog 

transmission capacities and the proliferation over cable networks involving at least 70°% of 

the Austrian population; 

8.Digital programme: a broadcasting programme distributed by way of a multiplex platform; 

9.Double and multiple coverage: the utilization of a terrestrial transmission capacity that is 

not technically mandatory to supply a service area or for required for the supply in the sense 

of § 3 ORF-G; 

10.Self-promotion programme: broadcasting programme: it serves the marketing of own 

products, services or programmes of the broadcasting operator; 

11.Advanced digital TV sets: set-top boxes (STB) for connection to the TV sets and 

integrated digital TV sets for the reception of digital interactive TV services; 

12.European works: 

a) Works originating in the Member States; 

b) Works originating in European third countries, which are partner countries of the European 

Convention on Transfrontier Television of the Council of Europe on condition that the works 

comply with the conditions of line 1m; 

c) Works, which are co-produced within the framework of agreements related to the 

audiovisual sector concluded between the European Union and third countries and that 

comply with the conditions laid down by each of those agreements. 

The application of b) c) imply that in the mentioned third country no discriminatory measures 

exist against works originating from the Member States. 

13.Works in terms of point 12 a) and b) are works, which essentially are created in 

cooperation with one or more authors or employees residing in countries referred to in point 

1 a) and b) and who comply with one of the following three prerequisites: 

a) They have been created by one or more person(s) from one or more of these countries, or 

b) The creation of their works are supervised and actually controlled by one or more 

person(s) from one or more of the said countries, or 
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c) The contribution of the co-producers from these countries to the total production costs 

amounts to more than half of the total amount, and the co-production is not controlled by one 

or more producers who live outside those countries. 

14.Works that are not of European origin in terms of point 12, but have been produced within 

the framework of bilateral co-production agreements concluded between Member States and 

third countries shall be considered as European works, provided that the co-producers from 

the European Union have contributed to the majority share of the total production costs and 

that the production is not controlled by one or more producers established outside the 

sovereign territory of the Member States. 

15.Restricted window programmes: a temporally restricted broadcasting programme, 

which is transmitted in the frame of one of other programmes (frame programme) transmitted 

by another broadcaster, who occupies the predominant part of the broadcasting time; 

16.Television programme: an audiovisual broadcasting programme in terms of Article I sec. 

1 of the Federal Constitutional Act on securing the independence of broadcasting, BGBl. 

no.396/1974, or another audiovisual media service, distributed by way of electronic 

communication networks, which is used by a media service provider for the simultaneous 

viewing of programmes based on a chronological transmission schedule; 

17.Television broadcaster: who creates, compiles and disseminates television programmes 

(analog or digital) for the distribution via cable and other electronic communication networks, 

via satellite or wireless-terrestrial means, or who allows the complete and unaltered 

distribution done by a third party. Television broadcaster is not someone who exclusively 

distributes television programmes; 

18.Cable information programme: a cable radio network programme, which consists 

exclusively of self-created contributions of a cable network operator and restricts its contents 

predominantly on factual information (like local event tips, weather forecasts, traffic reports 

etc.); 

19.Cable network (cable channel): a cable infrastructure used for dissemination and 

proliferation; 

20.Media service provider: the natural or legal personality, who accepts the editorial 

responsibility for the choice of the audiovisual content of the audiovisual media service and 

who determines the manner in which it is featured; 

21.Media proprietor: a domestic or foreign owner of a daily or weekly newspaper or 

domestic or a foreign television or radio broadcaster; 

22.Media association: the intermedial involvement of different single media companies, i.e. 

at least two people or joint partnership companies, including in any case a media owner, who 

on the basis of the participation in § 11 sec. 6 cited participation or circles of influence, are 

seen as being interconnected; 

23.Mobile terrestrial (trunked) radio: the distribution or proliferation of radio broadcasting 

programmes in a wireless terrestrial way over a multiplex platform by utilizing standards, 

which are specifically optimized for television reception on mobile small-scale end-user 

devices; 

24.Multiplex: a technical device for the conversion of analog to digital signals and/or its 

bundling into a digital data stream; 
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25.Multiplex operator: he who makes available the technical infrastructure for the 

distribution and bundling of the digital programmes that are compounded into a single data 

stream, as well as additional services; 

26.Multiplex platform: the technical infrastructure for the bundling and distribution of the 

digital programmes, which are compounded into a single data stream, as well as additional 

services; 

27.Product placement (embedded marketing): any form of audiovisual commercial 

communication, where branded goods or services are placed in a programme context often 

not disclosed at the time that the goods or service is featured in return for payment or for 

similar consideration; Not considered as a product placement is the provision of goods or 

services free of charge, such as production props or prizes, with the intention that they be 

included in a programme, as long as they are of insignificant value. 

28.Programme aggregator: a person that utilizes a specific type of information from multiple 

online sources by combining broadcasting programmes and additional services for the 

dissemination or proliferation via satellite or wireless terrestrial facilities into a programme 

package in order then to sell these to end users; 

29.Surreptitious advertising: the mention or representation of goods, services, names, 

brands or activities of a manufacturer of goods or a provider of services in programmes, 

when it is intentionally planned by the media service provider to serve advertising purposes, 

which then can mislead the public as to its actual purpose. Such mention or representation 

shall in particular be considered as intentional if it takes place in return for payment or 

considered for a similar return of service; 

30.Programme: a finite, self-contained part of a television programme or of an on-demand 

audiovisual media service, which consists of a sequence of moving images with or without 

sound, and forms part of a created chronological schedule by a media service provider, or a 

catalogue; 

31.Special interest programme: a broadcasting programme with substantially similar 

content; 

32.Sponsorship: any contribution made by a public or private undertaking or a natural 

person not engaged in the domain of audiovisual media services or in the production of 

audiovisual works towards the financing of audiovisual media services or programmes with 

the intended purpose to promote their name, their trade mark, their image, their activities or 

their products; 

33.Teleshopping: the broadcasting of programmes with direct offers to the public with the 

intention of promoting goods or the performance of services, including immovable property, 

rights and obligations, in return for payment; 

34.Teletext: a television information retrieval service in the form of written and graphic signs 

and symbols, as well as by means of still pictures, offered as a service to the receivers on an 

own channel or is broadcast in the vertical blanking interval between image frames in a 

broadcast television signal. 

35.Transmission capacity: the technical parameters, such as transmission location, 

frequency, transmitter power and antenna features for the analog terrestrial transmission of 

television programmes, or in the case of satellite transmission, the technical parameters of 

the satellite and the earth-satellites-transmission stations or in the case of digital terrestrial 

transmission of television programmes and additional services, the technical parameters of 
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the digital distribution through a multiplex operator, such as transmission locations, 

frequencies, transmitter power, data rates and data volumes; 

36.Distribution: the transmitted presentation of programmes or additional services, which 

are directed to the general public via the wireless terrestrial way or via satellite or via cable or 

other electronic communication networks; 

37.Supply territory: the geographically defined territory where the permitted transmission 

capacity, as well as the circumscribed service zone are allocated; 

38.Full programme: a broadcasting programme with a wide range of content in which 

especially information, education and entertainment make out an essential part of the 

complete programme; 

39.Dissemination (Retransmission): the reception and simultaneous, complete and 

unmodified transmission to the public of receivable television programmes via wireless 

terrestrial television facilities or via cable and other electronic communication networks or via 

satellite. Also meant by retransmission is the transmission of framework programmes, 

provided that the duration of the window programmes contained therein do not exceed the 

daily duration of altogether 120 minutes or the insertion of regional programmes of the 

Austrian Broadcasting Corporation (§ 3 sec. 2 "ORF-G") into nationwide transmitted 

programmes of the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation through a cable network operator; 

40.Advertising: any form of statement in the execution of a trade, business, craft or 

occupation, transmitted in television programmes by broadcasters (television advertising) or 

as substance of an on-demand audiovisual media service by broadcasters either in return for 

payment, or considered for a similar return of service or for self-promotional purposes in 

order to promote the supply of goods or services, including immovable property, rights and 

obligations, in return for payment. Advertising includes, furthermore, any statement in 

support of a cause or idea, to be distributed in return for payment or for a similar return of 

service (non-material advertising); 

41.Conditional Access System: any technical measure and/or appliance that makes the 

access to a protected radio service or television service in encrypted (unencoded) 

entitlement form dependent upon a subscription or a prior individual entitlement control 

message; 

42.Associated equipment: those facilities connected to a communication network (§ 3 point 

11 TKG 2003) and/or a communication service (§ 3 point 9 TKG 2003), which provide 

services via this network and/or enable and/or support. This concept also includes 

conditional access systems and electronic programme guides; 

43.Licence: the legal authorization of broadcasting and telecommunication stations to 

transmit programmes in a service area with the assistance of assigned transmission 

capacities; 

44.Additional service: an extended service via a multiplex platform supplementing the 

digital programme." 

 

5. § 3 reads: 

"§ 3. (1) An authorized admission (license) based on the Federal Act by the regulatory 

authority is obtained by those who run a terrestrial and mobile terrestrial or satellite television 

and who is established in Austria.  Other established media service providers in Austria must 

register their services with the regulatory authority (§ 9). 
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(2) A media service provider is considered to be established in Austria, if he has his 

headquarters in Austria and the editorial decisions on the audiovisual media service are 

taken in Austria. 

(3) A media service provider is also considered as established in Austria, when he has his 

headquarters in Austria, the editorial decisions about the audiovisual media service are, 

however, taken in another partner country of the European Economic Area and a significant 

part of the personnel, entrusted with the provision of the audiovisual media service activity, 

operates either from within Austria or in part from within Austria and partly from within the 

other mentioned partner country. 

(4) A media service provider is furthermore considered to be established in Austria, when he 

has 

 1. his headquarters in Austria,  

 2. the editorial decisions concerning the audiovisual media services are taken in another 

partner country of the European Economic Area, 

 3. the main part of the required personnel entrusted with the provision of the audiovisual 

media services neither work in Austria nor in the mentioned other partner country, 

 4. the media service provider started to operate in Austria for the first time, and 

 5. the media service provider can also demonstrate a permanent and real link to the 

Austrian economy. As verification of such links serves, in particular, the existence of 

regular advertising contracts with established companies in Austria or of products 

produced in Austria or the marketing of the programmes in Austria. 

(5) A media service provider, furthermore, is then considered as established in Austria, when 

 1. he has his headquarters in another partner country of the Convention on the 

European Economic Area, 

 2. the editorial decisions on the audiovisual media service are taken in Austria, and 

 3. an essential part of the personnel entrusted with the provision of the audiovisual 

media services work in Austria. 

(6) Except for the cases mentioned in sec. 2 to 5, a media service provider is then 

considered as established in Austria, when a substantial part of the personnel, entrusted with 

the provision of the audiovisual media service, work in Austria and the media service 

provider has neither 

 1. his headquarters in Austria, the editorial decisions about the audiovisual media 

service are however taken in a country that is not a partner country of the Convention 

on the European Economic Area, nor 

 2. is his headquarters in a country, which is not partner country of the Convention on 

European Economic Area, but the decisions on the audiovisual media service are, 

however, taken in Austria. 

(7) A media service provider, outside the scope of sec. 2 to 6, also outside the jurisdiction of 

any partner country of the Convention on the European Economic Area, as in Article 2 sec. 3 

of Directive 2010/13/EC on the coordination of certain legal and administrative regulations of 

the Member States on the provision of audiovisual media services (directive on audiovisual 

media services), OJ. L 95 of 15/04/2010 p. 1, is still subject to the Federal Act, when he 
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 1. rightly uses a permitted transmission capacity of a satellite assigned by the 

International Telecommunications Law to Austria, or 

 2. the signals transmitted from a satellite up-link are on Austrian soil. 

Is none of these two criteria applicable, then the media service provider is subject to this 

Federal Act if he, in accordance with Articles 49 to 55, is established in Austria under the 

Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, as in OJ L 95 of 09/05/2008 p. 47." 

 

6. In the paragraph heading before § 4, the following word is omitted: „analog"; the word 

„satellite broadcasting" is replaced by the word „satellite television". 

 

7th § 4 Sec. 10 reads: 

"(1) Applications for the granting of an authorization to present terrestrial television (including 

mobile terrestrial television) or satellite television are to be submitted to the regulatory 

authority. Furthermore, the retransmission of other television programmes, presented under 

this Federal Act (§ 9 sec. 1) via multiplex platforms for terrestrial or satellite broadcasting, 

requires an authorization." 

 

8. § 4 Sec. 3 reads: 

"(3) The applicant must, together with the authorized evidence of the admission requirements 

pursuant to Section 2, table his case credibly, namely, that he meets the technical, financial 

and organizational prerequisites to run a regular presentation and dissemination of the 

planned broadcasting programmes, and that these reflect the requirements of Section 7 and 

9." 

 

9. § 4 Sec. 4 point 5 reads: 

"5.a depiction of the proposed transmission paths for the dissemination of programmes: 

 a) in the case of terrestrial television and mobile terrestrial television: especially 

evidence concerning the existence of agreements on the use of the transmission 

capacities of a multiplex operator in the case of a successful application, as well as 

information concerning the supplied territory and information on the planned 

dissemination via cable and other electronic communication networks, 

 b) in the case of satellite television: information on which satellites and which earth-

satellite radio stations will distribute the programme, information concerning the 

supplied territory, as well as information that the applicant has already obtained 

agreements for the use of this satellite with the satellite operator in the case of 

admissions." 

 

10. In § 4 Section 5 the last sentence is omitted. 

 

11. In § 4 Sec. 6 the wording "radio broadcaster" is replaced by the wording "television 

broadcaster". 
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12. § 4 Sec. 7 is omitted.  

 

13. § 5 Sec. 3 reads: 

"(3) The authorisation must contain the specified programme type, programme scheme and 

the programme duration, equally so, in the case of window programmes, their number and 

time frame, as well as the service area and the transmission paths to be used for the 

dissemination." 

 

14. In § 5 Sec. 4 the second and the third sentences are omitted. 

 

15. § 5 Sec. 7 point 1 and 2 read: 

 „1. when the regulatory authority, after having carried out public oral consultations, finds 

that the broadcaster has over a continuous period of one year carried out, for reasons 

known to him, no regular broadcasting in accordance with the terms of the 

authorisation or if he has performed no regular broadcasts for a year in accordance 

with the terms of the authorisation, because the prerequisites for dissemination do not 

apply any more (§ 4 sec. 4 point 5); 

 2. if the regulatory authority, having carried out public oral proceedings, finds that the 

broadcaster, in accordance with § 3, no longer resides in Austria; 

 

16. § 5 Sec. 9 reads: 

"(9) The start of the dissemination of the programme must be registered with the regulatory 

authorities within a week." 

 

17. § 5 Sec. 10 is omitted: 

 

18. § 6 reads: 

"§ 6. (1) The holder of an authorization for the presentation of satellite television or digital 

terrestrial television must, when significant changes to the type of programme, the 

programme's duration, the number and the time scale of the window programmes are 

undertaken, report this to the regulatory authority in advance. 

(2) Equally so, the planned retransmission (dissemination) of the programme via other 

satellites or other terrestrial multiplex platforms (including multiplex platforms for mobile 

terrestrial broadcasting) must be registered with the regulatory authority by the television 

broadcaster in advance.  The same applies for a planned retransmission of the programme 

every time the other transmission path is decided upon.  The notification must in particular 

contain proof of the existence of agreements on the planned use of a satellite operator or of 

a multiplex operator. 
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(3) The changes are to be approved by the regulatory authority, when compliance with the 

provisions of sections 3, 7 and 9 of this Federal Act or the restrictions of a multiplex 

authorization notification have been guaranteed." 

 

19. § 7 and § 8 are omitted. 

 

20. § 9 reads: 

"§ 9. (1) Television broadcasters, as far as they are not subject to authorization under § 3 

sec. 1, as well as providers of on-demand media services, have to register work projects with 

the regulatory authorities not later than two weeks prior to starting. 

(2) The notice must contain, besides name, address, and any representative where 

applicable, as well as the authorized recipient of the media service provider, evidence of 

compliance with the requirements of §§ 10 and 11. In addition, the notice must contain: 

 1. in the case of a television programme, information on the type of programme, the 

programme outline, the proportion of own productions and, furthermore, whether it is a 

full, specialist, window or supporting programme, as well as the maximum programme 

duration,  

 2. in the case of on-demand audiovisual media services, information on the programme 

catalogue, in particular the scope of specialist programmes and broadcasting 

programmes; 

 3. information on the retransmission (dissemination) way and the availability (degree of 

supply coverage) of the audiovisual media service. 

(3) An electronic communications network operator has, when requested, to inform the 

regulatory authority about the television programmes (§ 3 sec. 1) that they transmit or 

retransmit; also, he must inform the responsible media service provider. Operators of an 

electronic communications service, furthermore, have the duty, on request, to inform the 

regulatory authority whether they transmit a particular audiovisual media service. 

(4) The media service provider has the duty, according to Sec. 2, to update the mentioned 

data annually and to submit it to the regulatory authorities by not later than 31 December. 

The regulatory authorities must keep an updated record of the media service providers and 

to publish it appropriately. 

(5) The duty of the programme aggregator is to inform the regulatory authority not later than 

two weeks prior to the retransmission (dissemination).  The notice must contain, besides 

name, address, any representative and authorized recipient, information on the programmes, 

compiled as programme package, and additional services, as well as the responsible 

broadcaster. Sec. 4 also applies to programme aggregators. 

(6) In the event that a media service provider is not established in Austria in accordance with 

§ 3 at the time of the notification, then the regulatory authority, after conducting a public 

consultation, will reject the announcement notice with notification.  If the media service 

provider does not live in Austria any more at a later stage, then, in accordance with § 3, the 

regulatory authority will, after conducting a public consultation, confirm this with official 

notification. 

(7) If the regulatory authority comes to the conclusion, that 
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 1. § 2 point 3 does not apply to the mentioned media service and that it therefore falls 

outside the scope of application of this Federal Act, or 

 2. the media service provider does not comply with the prerequisites of §§ 11 or 12, or 

 3. an indicated media service would probably infringe against § 30 sec. 1 and 2, § 39 or 

§ 42 sec. 1, 

they then have, in the case of point 1, to reject the announcement notice with notification. In 

the instances set out under points 2 and 3, permission to begin with the media activity will not 

be granted (with notification), after public consultations were conducted. In the event that this 

procedure may not be completed in time before work is due to start, a procedure of 

prohibition pursuant to § 63 is initiated." 

 

21. § 10 including heading reads: 

"Media Service Provider 

§ 10. (1) Media service providers or their members must be Austrian citizens or legal 

personalities or joint partnership companies with their headquarters based in Austria. 

(2) The Federal Act excludes following from supplying audiovisual media services: 

 1. legal personalities from the public authority sector, with the exception of churches and 

religious communities and the Federal Ministry of Defence with the aim to run an 

information transmitter, especially in a case of application pursuant to § 2 sec. 1 (a to 

d) of the Defence Act 2001, BGBl  I no.°146/2001; 

 2. parties in terms of the Political Parties Act; 

 3. the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation; 

 4. foreign legal entities, considered to be equal to the mentioned legal entities in points 1 

to 3; 

 5. legal personalities or joint partnership companies to which the mentioned legal entities 

mentioned in points 1 to 4 apply. 

(3) The restrictions of section 2 do not apply: 

 1. to legal personalities of the public law, parties in terms of the Political Parties Act, as 

well as legal entities and joint partnerships, with which these are directly involved, with 

the following services: 

 a. television broadcasting, which are not broadcasting programmes in terms of Article 

1 sec. 1 of the Federal Constitutional Act on securing the independence of 

broadcasting, BGBl. No. 396/1974; 

 b. on-demand audiovisual media services. 

 2. legal personalities under public legislation, as well as legal personalities and joint 

partnerships, with which these are directly involved, with respect to the following 

services: 

 a. cable television programmes, which are exclusively restricted to the reproduction of 

band sequences (images and image sequences) automated by weather camera 

recordings and transmissions, including the factual information with which it is 

directly involved. 
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 b. cable television programmes not longer than 120 minutes per day, however, 

repeated programmes or parts of these programmes, as well as the transmission of 

sessions by general representative bodies, as well as programmes in a building or 

building complex in conjunction with tasks to be executed there, are not to be part 

of the calculated duration, cable information programmes without advertising and 

teletext. 

(4) If the media service provider is organized in the legal structure of a corporation (joint-

stock company), joint partnership or cooperative society, then not more than 49 percent of 

the shares are to be owned by foreigners or owned by legal entities or joint partnerships, 

under the uniform management of a foreigner or of a company with headquarters abroad, or 

in which foreigners or legal entities or joint partnerships with their headquarters abroad have 

regulated influencing potential, as in § 244 sec. 2 in conjunction with Sec. 4 and 5 of the 

(Austrian) Commercial Code. 

(5) Members of the contracting parties from the Convention on the European Economic Area, 

legal personalities and joint partnerships with headquarters in a country under the jurisdiction 

of the Convention on the European Economic Area have equal status as Austrian citizens 

and are treated as equal to those who are established in Austria. 

(6) Shares of a media service provider, who is a media service listed as admission-obliged 

by the authorities (§ 3) and its shareholders must be registered under its title.  Trust 

relationships must be disclosed.  Shares held in a fiduciary capacity are to be held as equal 

shares of the trustor.  Shares of a private foundation, in accordance with the Private 

Foundation Act, BGBl  no 694/1993 are to be kept proportionally equal to those of the 

founder, unless the founder, due to factual circumstances, has earned an influence on the 

activities of the foundation, which is similar to the one cited in §°11 sec.°6 (6).  This provision 

applies to foreign legal entities with the equal status of a foundation. 

(7) A media service provider must submit to the regulatory authority an update on the 

existing ownership or membership position, together with the application for a licence or the 

advice (notice), as well as all the relevant changes within two weeks that the disposal or 

share transfer became legally binding.  In the event that shares of a media service provider 

are in direct or indirect ownership of corporations, partnerships or cooperatives, then also 

these ownership structures are to be announced, trust relationships are to be disclosed.  

These obligations do not affect other legal disclosure obligations. 

(8) When more than fifty percent of the shares, at the time of licence allocation or the 

ascertainment as determined by this paragraph in existence with the broadcaster is 

transferred to a third party, then the television broadcaster must make this transfer known in 

advance to the regulatory authorities.  Several transfers are to be added together.  The 

regulatory authorities have to determine within eight weeks from the notification, whether, 

under the changed structures, the provisions of § 4 sec. 3, §§ 10 and 11 have been met.  

The authorization shall be revoked following a public consultation, if the broadcaster had 

proceeded with a shares transfer contrary to this ascertainment." 

22. In § 11 Sec. 1 the following word in the first and second sentence is to be omitted: 

„analog“. 

 

23. In § 11 Sec. 2 the word order "of the radio broadcast" is to be replaced by the phrase "of 

the supply of television programmes in terms of the FCA ("BVG") broadcasting". 
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24. In § 11 Sec. 3 the word order "not country-wide terrestrial" is replaced by the word 

"terrestrial". 

 

25. § 11 Sec. 4 reads: 

"(4) Persons or joint partnerships of the same media association may supply the same 

location of the national territory, except for technically unavoidable overlapping (spill over), 

with no more than one terrestrial radio programme and two terrestrial television channels and 

with no more than two terrestrial television channels.  This section does not apply to 

television broadcasting using a multiplex platform for mobile terrestrial radio." 

 

26. § 11 Sec. 5 is omitted: 

 

27. In § 11 the previous Sections 6 and 7, the designations "(5)" and "(6)" are retained. 

 

28. After § 11 Sec. 6 (new) the following Sec. 7 is added: 

"(7) The requirements of the Cartel Act 2005, BGBl. I no. 61/2005, remain as is." 

 

29. § 11 Sec. 8 is omitted: 

 

30. § 12 including heading reads: 

"Terrestrial Frequency Allocation 

§ 12. (1) The regulatory authority has to reserve, not only by keeping wireless transmission 

capacities and the conditions of topographical locations in mind, but also the technical 

circumstances and Austria´s international telecommunication obligations including the 

requirements for the digitalizing concept (§ 21), provided that they, after inspection by the 

regulatory authority, are considered as appropriate for the introduction and development of 

digital terrestrial television, making way in the process for the planning of multiplex platforms 

(§§ 23 and 25a). 

(2) Transmission capacities, whose licence was returned or withdrawn (§ 14 and § 26) are to 

be reviewed by the regulatory authority in accordance with the digitalizing concept (§ 21) to 

determine their suitability for the introduction and development of digital terrestrial television 

and, if necessary, to pave the way for and to plan for multiplex platform (§§ 23 and 25a) 

utilization. 

(3) Other available transmission capacities can be utilized by the regulatory authority in 

accordance with the digitalizing concept and in consultation with the Federal Chancellor also 

for other services under the provisions of the TKG 2003." 

 

31. § 13 the entire paragraph heading is omitted: 
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32. § 14 including heading reads: 

"Inspection of the Frequency Allocation 

§ 14. (1) The regulatory authority must ex officio continuously review the allocation of 

terrestrial transmission capacities to the service areas of the broadcasting corporations, 

including the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation, as well as multiplex operators and to 

withdraw licences of individual transmission capacities which for a period of over two years 

had not been used regularly for programme distribution. 

(2) The regulatory authorities have to continuously review the allocation of transmission 

capacities so as to determine whether double and multiple supply services came to being in 

certain geographical regions. When the regulatory authorities establish that a double and 

multiple supply service came to being in a certain geographical region, then the rights of use 

for the transmission capacity have to be withdrawn from the existing user." 

 

33. §§ 15 to 17 together with the paragraph headings to be omitted. 

 

34. In § 18 sec. 2 after the word „introduction" the words „and to be extended" are to be 

inserted. 

 

35. To § 18 is added the following sec. 3: 

"(3) In the frequency register those transmission capacities are further to be noted, that 

pursuant to § 12 sec. 3 may be available for other services." 

 

36. § 19 together with the entire heading are omitted: 

 

37. § 20 Sec. 2 and 3 reads: 

"(2) Cable network operators have to expand, on request and without hesitation, television 

programmes that make a particular contribution to the diversity of opinion in the area of 

distribution, as is the case with the vast number of other popular programmes in the cable 

networks. 

(3) In assessing the special contribution towards diversity of opinion, the proportion of self-

created, own productions or productions created on assignment with predominantly Austrian, 

regional or local content, as well as the current programme coverage and the availability of 

programme slots are to be considered.  " 

 

38. In § 20 Sec. 4 the wording „radio broadcaster" is replaced by the wording „television 

broadcaster". 

 

39. § 20 Sec. 6 last sentence reads: 

"The cable network operator may not be assigned with more than three transmission 

obligations as in sec. 2 and 3." 
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40. § 20 Sec. 7 reads: 

"(7) The regulatory authorities have at least two years from the date of validation of an 

obligation concerning the distribution or retransmission to verify, on request of the involved 

party, whether the conditions of sec. 2 and 3 are still complied with and whether they are 

possibly to be amended or abolished." 

 

41. To § 20 is added the following sec. 8: 

"(8) A cable broadcasting producer in terms of the above provisions is also a future provider 

of television programmes, if he proves that he has complied with the technical, financial and 

organizational prerequisites, to present the planned programme within six months after being 

issued with a distribution assignment. If the distribution, for reasons that can be put forward 

by the cable broadcasting operator, cannot be taken on within this period, then at the request 

of the cable operator the distribution assignment should be repealed by the regulatory 

authority." 

 

 

[...] 

 

 

57. The section heading of Section 7 reads: 

"Requirements for all audiovisual media services" 

 

58. After § 28 (new) the following § 29a including heading is inserted: 

"Information and Record-Keeping Obligations 

§ 29. (1) Media service providers must keep records, at their expense, of all components of 

their audiovisual media services making a complete representation possible, true to the 

original, of the media services, which must be kept for at least ten weeks. When requested 

by the regulatory authority, the records of the requested representations must be made 

available. Furthermore, anyone with a proven legal interest in the matter must be granted 

access to the records. If a constituent part of an audiovisual media service is pending due to 

an appeal to the regulatory authority, then an obligation to keep the records comes into force 

until completion of the procedure. 

(2) Every media service provider has in an appropriate manner to ensure that within the 

framework of audiovisual media services the following information can be easily and on a 

constant basis made available: 

 1. name and address of the media service provider, 

 2. contacting information, including at least a telephone number, email address or a web 

site, 

 3. the applicable regulatory authority." 
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59. § 30 including heading reads: 

"General Requirements for Audiovisual Media Services 

§ 30. (1) Audiovisual media services need to respect the human dignity and fundamental 

rights of others with respect to their make-up and content. 

(2) Audiovisual media services may not incite hatred based on race, gender, religion, 

disability and nationality. 

(3) Audiovisual media services must gradually be made accessible for hearing and visually 

impaired persons." 

 

60. § 46 together with heading to be omitted, the previous § 45 receives the paragraph 

designation "§ 46."; the previous § 44 receives the paragraph designation "§ 45."; the 

previous § 36 receives the paragraph designation "§ 44.". 

 

61. §§ 13 to 35 including headings read: 

"General Requirements for Audiovisual Commercial Communications 

§ 31. (1) Audiovisual commercial communications must readily be recognizable as such. 

(2) Surreptitious advertising in audiovisual commercial communication and similar practices 

falling below the human perception threshold is prohibited. 

(3) Audiovisual commercial communications shall not: 

 1. violate human dignity, 

 2. contain or promote discrimination on the basis of gender, race or ethnicity, nationality, 

religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation; 

 3. promote behaviour that jeopardizes health or safety; 

 4. promote behaviour that grossly jeopardizes the protection of the environment; 

 5. promote unlawful practices. 

 

Presentation and the exertion of influence 

§ 32. (1) Audiovisual commercial communications shall not feature, visually or orally, persons 

who regularly present news and political affairs programmes. 

(2) Audiovisual commercial communication must not affect the editorial independence of the 

media service provider. 

 

Audio-visual communications for tobacco products 

§ 33. Any form of audiovisual commercial communication for cigarettes or other tobacco 

products is prohibited. 

Audio-visual communications for medicines, medicinal products and therapeutic 

treatments 

§ 34. (1) Any form of audiovisual commercial communications concerning medicines, which 

are available only on prescription, as well as medicinal products that require a prescription in 
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accordance with a regulation of § 100 of the Medical Devices Act, in compliance with BGBl. 

no. 657/1996 is prohibited. 

(2) Audiovisual commercial communication for all other medicines, medicinal products and 

therapeutic treatments must be readily recognizable as such, and be honest, truthful and 

verifiable. It may not harm people. 

(3) Teleshopping for medicines and therapeutic treatments is prohibited. 

(4) The advertising provisions of the Medicines Act, BGBl. no. 185/1983, of the Medical 

Devices Act, BGBl. No. 657/1996, as well as those advertising restrictions contained in the 

legislative provisions for the practice of health professions, remain as is." 

 

Audiovisual commercial communications for alcoholic beverages 

§ 35. Audiovisual commercial communications for alcoholic beverages, shall comply with the 

following criteria: 

 1. It may not specifically aim at minors or, in particular, depict minors enjoying these 

beverages; 

 2. No connection at all between an improvement of the physical achievement and 

alcohol enjoyment or the driving of motor vehicles and alcohol enjoyment may be 

produced. 

 3. The impression that the consumption of alcohol contributes towards social or sexual 

success may not be created; 

 4. It may not suggest a therapeutic, stimulating, soothing or conflict-solving effect of 

alcohol. 

 5. It shall not encourage abnormal consumption of alcohol or present abstinence or 

moderation in a negative light. 

 6. The high amount of alcohol content in beverages may not be highlighted as a positive 

quality." 

 

62. After § 35 the following § 36 including heading is inserted: 

"Audiovisual commercial communication and protection of minors 

§ 36. (1) Audiovisual commercial communication shall not inflict moral, physical or mental 

harm on minors. 

(2) Audiovisual commercial communication is, therefore, subject to the following criteria for 

the protection of minors: 

 1. It may not directly exhort minors to buy or hire products or services by exploiting their 

inexperience and credulity. 

 2. It may not directly encourage minors to persuade their parents or a third party to 

purchase the advertised goods or services. 

 3. It must not exploit the special trust minors place in parents, teachers or other 

confidants. 

 4. It may not show minors without justified reason in dangerous situations. 
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(3) Every media service provider, in the case of commercial communication in children’s 

programmes concerning foods and beverages, nutrients and substances with a nutritional or 

physiological effect, in particular those containing fat, trans-fatty acids, salt/sodium and 

sugars, the excessive intakes of which in the overall diet are not recommended, has to 

comply with directives that are to be published easily accessible, immediately and on a 

permanent basis." 

 

63. §§ 37 to 38 including headings read: 

"Sponsorships 

§ 37. (1.) Sponsored audiovisual media services or programmes must satisfy the following 

requirements: 

 1. Their content and, in television broadcasting, their programme scheduling shall in no 

way be affected in such a manner that the responsibility and editorial independence of 

the media service provider is impaired. 

 2. They are to be unambiguously recognizable through the name, the logo or another 

symbol of the sponsor, such as a reference to his products or services or another 

correspondingly powerful sign of distinction at the beginning of the programme or at 

its end (beginning and end demarcation). 

 3. They may not directly encourage the purchase, rental or leasing of goods or the 

utilization of services of the client or a third party, in particular, by making special 

sales-promotional references to those goods or services. 

(2) Audiovisual media services and programmes may not be sponsored by natural or legal 

personalities whose main activity is the manufacture or sale of products or services for 

audiovisual commercial communications pursuant to §§ 33 or are prohibited through other 

legal provisions. 

The sponsorship of audiovisual media services or programmes by undertakings, whose 

activities include the manufacture or sale of medicinal products and medical treatment, may 

only receive reference on the name or the company image, however, not on specific 

medicinal products or medical treatments, when these are available only on prescription. 

4. News and current affairs programmes shall not be sponsored. 

 

Product placement 

§ 38. (1) Product placement is subject to the provisions of sections 2 and 3 inadmissible. 

(2) Not considered to be within the scope of section 1 is the provision of free goods or 

services, such as production props or prizes in terms of their inclusion in a programme. 

(3) Exempted from the prohibition of section 1 are cinematographic works, films made for 

television and television series, as well as sport and light entertainment programmes. This 

exception does not apply to children's programmes. 

(4) Programmes that contain product placements must satisfy the following requirements: 

 1. Their content and, in the case of television broadcasting, their scheduling, shall under 

no circumstances be influenced in such a way that the responsibility and editorial 

independence of the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation is affected. 
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 2. They shall not directly encourage the purchase or rental of goods or services, in 

particular by making special sales promotional references to those goods or services. 

 3. They may not expose the relevant product too strongly. 

 4. They shall be appropriately identified at the start and the end of the programme, and 

when a programme resumes after an advertising break, in order to avoid any 

confusion on the part of the viewer. 

(5) Notwithstanding the provisions of § 13 programmes may in any case not allow product 

placement in favour of companies whose principal activity is the manufacture or sale of 

cigarettes and other tobacco products. 

(6) Section 5 point 4 does not apply, provided that the programme is not produced by the 

media service provider itself or by an associated company of the media service provider or 

had been commissioned and the media service provider had no knowledge about product 

placement. 

 

64. Section 8 is omitted. 

 

65. Section 9 receives the designation "Section 10". 

 

66. After § 38 the following section designation including heading is inserted: 

"Section 8 Special requirements for on-demand audiovisual media services" 

 

67. §§ 39 to 40 including headings read: 

"Protection of minors 

§ 39. (1) Audiovisual media services, whose contents could seriously harm the physical, 

mental or moral development of minors, must through appropriate measures by the media 

service provider ensure that the access control, preventing minors to watch the programmes, 

are flawless. 

(2) Other legal prohibitions remain unaffected. 

 

Promoting European Works 

§ 40. (1) Media service providers of on-demand audiovisual media services have to promote 

European works, with adequate identification or labels as such in the representation of their 

programme catalogues. 

(2) Media service providers have to hand over to the regulatory authorities when requested 

to do so pursuant to Section 1, a listed depiction of enacted measures. The regulatory 

authorities must submit the collected data in summarized form to the Federal Chancellor." 
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68. After § 40 the following section designation including heading is inserted: 

"Section 9 Special requirements for television programmes and transmissions" 

 

69. §§ 41 to 43 including headings read: 

"Programme principles 

§ 41. (1) Television programmes, which are broadcasting programmes in terms of Article I 

sec. 1 of the Federal Constitutional Act on securing the independence of broadcasting, 

BGBl. no. 396/1974, have to comply with the fundamental principles of objectivity and 

diversity of opinions. 

(2) In an appropriate manner, and in particular, they have to present cultural and economic 

life to the public in their service area and also to give the major groups from society and 

organizations from this area the opportunity to air their views. 

(3) Section 2 does not apply to special interest programmes and those programmes which 

are distributed exclusively via satellite. 

(4) For programmes with a mainly local relevance, a suitable proportion of programmes are 

to be designed and produced editorially by the broadcaster himself. 

(5) Factual reporting and information programmes have to comply with recognized 

journalistic principles in all television programmes. The content of news programmes are to 

be verified according to circumstances with due diligence on truth and origin. 

 

Protection of minors 

§ 42. "(1) Television programmes may not contain any material that could seriously impair 

the physical, intellectual or moral development of minors, in particular programmes that 

involve pornography or gratuitous violence." 

(2) Television programmes, which could adversely affect the physical, mental or moral 

development of minors, except when it is ensured through the selection of the broadcast time 

or by any other technical measure preventing minors in the area of transmission from 

watching such broadcasts. 

(3) The unencoded transmission of programmes as in sec. 2 can be announced by way of 

acoustic signs or by optical means of identification throughout the entire transmission. 

Regulations concerning further details of visual or audible warning labels can be achieved by 

ordinance of the Federal Government. 

(4) In particular, it must be ensured that television broadcasts, as in Sec. 2, which contain 

mainly the uncritical representation of sexual acts, or which contain programme parts 

reduced to such content, must be restricted, provided such transmissions have not already 

been forbidden, as in sec. 1, then by way of measures to control the access to such 

programmes that normally should not be watched by minors. 

 

Audiovisual commercial communications for alcoholic beverages 

§ 42a. Any form of audiovisual commercial communications for alcoholic beverages is 

prohibited. 
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Recognition and separation 

§ 43. (1) Television advertising and teleshopping must as such be easily recognizable and be 

distinguishable from the editorial content. 

(2) Television advertising and teleshopping must by way of visual, acoustic or spatial means 

be clearly and distinguishably separated from other programmes and transmission sections." 

 

70. In § 44 the sec. 5 is omitted. 

 

71. In § 45, sec. 3 of the previous sec. 4, receives the designation "(3)"; Sec. 2 reads: 

"(2) Not to be included in the maximum permissible period are 

 1. references by the broadcaster to own programmes and ancillary products, derived 

directly from these programmes; 

 2. Public service contributions; 

 3. Free of charge appeals for charitable donations; 

 4. unstructured beginnings and endings to sponsorship (patronage) programmes; 

 5. product placements; 

 6. Transmission times for ideal advertising." 

 

72. In § 49 sec. 1, 4, 5, 10 and 12 the words „broadcaster“ or „broadcasters“ are replaced by 

the words „television broadcaster“ in every instance, by „television broadcasters“ . 

 

73. § 50 reads: 

"§ 50. Broadcasters have, where practicable and by appropriate means, to ensure that the 

majority of the transmission time of television programmes does not only contain news, 

sports reporting, game shows, advertising, teletext and teleshopping, but that the transmitted 

channel is reserved for European works." 

 

74. In § 51 and § 52 the words „radio broadcaster" are replaced by the words „television 

broadcaster". 

 

75. § 53 reads: 

"§ 53. The §§ 50 to 52 do not apply 

 1. for the distribution of programmes, if this distribution does not exceed the boundary of 

a federal state and the programmes are not distributed country wide; 

 2. for teleshopping-, advertising and self-promoting programmes (§ 46)." 
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76. § 54 reads: 

"§ 54. On the presentation of teletext §§ 29 to 37, as well as § 41 sec. 1 and §§ 42 to 43 

apply mutatis mutandis." 

 

77. § 56 reads: 

"§ 56. (1) The regulatory authority has to prohibit the retransmission of a television 

broadcasting from a partner party of the Convention on the European Economic Area of up 

to six months by decree, when 

 1. programmes in this broadcast are in obvious, serious and grave conflict with the 

requirements of § 30 sec. 2 and § 42 sec. 1 and 2; 

 2. the factual matter of point 1 has already been manifested at least twice during the last 

twelve months; 

 3. the regulatory authority already twice informed in writing in the case of the distribution 

of the programme in the frame of its programme package to the Commission of the 

European Union of the existence of the factual matter of point 1 and 2, as well as the 

intended provisional prohibition of the broadcaster in the case of a repetition of the 

factual matter in accordance with point 1 to the owner of the broadcasting corporation, 

the owner of the cable network or satellite, the operator of the electronic 

communications service, the multiplex operator or the programme aggregator, and 

 4. that the consultations with the country in which the programme was distributed, as 

well as the Commission of the European Union, was informed within 15 days from the 

mentioned correspondence in point 3 that it all led to no amicable settlement and that 

the factual matter of point 1 had manifested itself again. 

(2) The Federal Government must be informed about the notification to the Commission of 

the European Union in accordance with sec. 1 point 3. 

(3) The regulation is to be revoked if the Commission of the European Union decides that the 

measures were incompatible with the Community Law. 

(4) With respect to on-demand audiovisual medium services  from a partner country of the 

Convention on the European Economic Area, the regulations of §§ 22 and 23 of the e-

commerce-law (ECC), BGBl. I no. 152/2001, remain as is. The Administrative Authority in the 

context of these provisions is the Regulatory Authority that in the exercise of the powers 

assigned to him in this regard has to issue an ordinance by which access is prohibited 

provisionally for a period of six months. 

(5) For audiovisual media services from other foreign countries, unless § 57 is to be applied, 

the provisions of sec. 4 and the regulations of § 22 ECC apply mutatis mutandis." 

 

78. § 59 reads: 

"§ 59. Regulations in accordance with §§ 56 and 57 are to be announced in the Official 

Section of the newspaper "Wiener Zeitung" and on the website of the regulatory authorities." 

 

79. In § 60 the word „broadcaster" is replaced by the word order „media service provider and 

multiplex-provider". 
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80. § 61 including heading reads: 

"Complaints 

§ 61. (1) The regulatory authority decides in the case of violations of rules of the Federal Act 

ex officio or on the basis of complaints 

 1. by an individual, who claims to be directly harmed by the rights violation; 

 2. by an individual, who can receive the problematic television programme causing the 

harm, at his residence or has access to the problematic on-demand audiovisual 

medium service, causing the harm, provided this person has the support of at least 

120 persons, with equal claims. The support is to be verified by a petition list, from 

which the identity of the person who may be supporting the complainant can be 

established; 

 3. by a company, whose legal or economic interests are affected by the alleged violation; 

 4. by a statutory representative, who, to protect consumer interests, has a legitimate 

interest in the execution of the provisions contained in §§ 31 to 38 and §§ 42a to 46 

relating to the audiovisual commercial communications in television programmes; 

 5. by the Association for Consumer information, regarding compliance with the 

provisions of §§ 31 to 38 and §§ 42a to 46 relating to the audiovisual commercial 

communications in television programmes; 

 6. by one of the published instances, in the Official Journal of the European Commission 

under Article 4 sec. 3 of the Directive 98/27/EC on injunctions for consumer 

protection, OJ L 166 of 11.6.1998 p. 51, as amended by the Directive 2006/123/EC, 

OJ L 376 of 27.12.2006 p. 36, and organizations of another Member State of the 

European Union, where a violation of the provisions under §§ 31 to 38 and §§ 42a to 

46 relating to the audiovisual commercial communications in television programmes is 

claimed to have incurred, in so far that 

 a) the interests protected by this institution were harmed in this member state and 

 b) the indicated objective in the publication justifies the application process. 

(2) Complaints are to be submitted to the regulatory authorities within six weeks from the 

date of the alleged violation of the Federal Act." 

 

81. In § 62 Sec. 1 the word „radio broadcaster" is replaced by the words „media service 

providers. 

 

82. In § 62 sec. 2 the word order „within six weeks“ is replaced by „without unnecessary 

delay, within six months“ . 

 

83. § 62 Sec. 3 reads: 

"(3) The regulatory authorities may publish its ruling and instruct the media service provider 

as to when and in which form and in which programme or media service the publication has 

to take place." 
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84. To § 62 is added the following sec. 4: 

"(4) The regulatory authority has to make it clear in its decision, in the event of an 

infringement by way of a ruling, whether a serious violation of a provision of the Federal Act 

was involved." 

 

85. § 63 reads: 

"§ 63. (1) In the case of a repeated or serious violation by the media service provider or when 

the media service provider fails to comply with the provisions mentioned in §§ 10 and 11, the 

regulatory authority must, ex officio, start the procedure of withdrawal of the licence of an 

audiovisual media service, according to § 9 sec. 1, and to start the process of prohibition 

against the media service. 

(2) The regulatory authority must conduct a public oral hearing. In this case, the media 

service provider has the right of party status. 

(3) A case of repeated violations within the meaning of Sec. 1 does not apply, if 

 1. between the determined violations of the provision, a period of at least three years 

has elapsed, or 

 2. the media service provider proves that the consequences of the violations remained 

insignificant, that he indicated understanding during the process and that he took 

appropriate action on own accord to avoid future violations, or 

 3. the media service provider proves that the violation of the provisions at the time that it 

was committed had a reasonably and legally acceptable explanation. 

(4) If a breach of the law in the sense of Sec. 1 is pending, the regulatory authority must          

then 

 1. except for instances of point 2, instruct the media service provider to restore the lawful 

position and to undertake suitable measures to avoid future breaches of the law; the 

media service provider has to respond to this instruction within the time determined by 

the regulatory authority at the latest within an eight week time limit and to inform the 

regulatory authority accordingly; 

 2. in the instance that already more than one instruction had been issued to a media 

service provider in accordance with point 1, or when the media service provider does 

not correspond in accordance with point 1 to an instruction, to withdraw the 

authorization or in the case of a media service provider that actually requires 

authorization, according to § 9 sec. 1, to pronounce with notification that the 

presentation of services by the media service provider has been suspended for a 

period of up to five years. 

(5) The regulatory authority has to suspend an audiovisual media service as in § 9 sec. 1 for 

a duration of at least five years, if deliberate incorrect information was submitted in the 

notification." 
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86. § 63a together with the entire heading is omitted: 

 

87. § 64 reads: 

"§ 64. (1) Those who commit an administrative offence, shall receive a fine of up to 4,000 

Euro, when 

 1. the obligation of disclosure as in § 4 sec. 6, 

 2. the obligation of disclosure as in § 5 sec. 9, 

 3. the obligation of disclosure as in § 6, 

 4. the obligation of disclosure as in § 9, 

 5. the obligation of disclosure as in § 10 sec. 7 or 8, 

 6. the obligation of disclosure as in § 25 sec. 6 or 7 or § 25a sec. 10 or 11, 

 7. the obligation of disclosure as in § 28 sec. 1 or 3, 

 8. a retransmission assignment as in § 20 sec. 5, 

 9. an obligation as in § 20 sec. 1, or 

 10. an obligation as in § 52 or § 40 sec. 2 

has not been met. 

(2) An administrative offence and is to be fined with up to 8,000 Euro, in failing to meet the 

requirements of § 30 sec. 1 and 2, § 31, § 32, § 33, § 34, § 35, § 36, § 37, § 38, § 39, § 42, § 

42a, § 43, § 44, § 45 or § 46. 

(3) Those who commit an administrative offence, shall receive a fine of up to 4,000 Euro, 

when 

 1. television without authorisation is used, in as far that an authorization is required by 

the Federal Act, 

 2. to perform a programme change in the sense of § 6 sec. 1 or a change of distribution 

as in § 6 sec. 2 without permission of the regulatory authority, 

 3. to run an audiovisual media service, that actually requires authorization (§ 9 sec. 1), 

contrary to § 9 sec. 7 or § 63 sec. 4 point 2 or sec. 5, 

 4. contrary to an adopted regulation as in § 56 or § 57, to continue retransmitting 

(disseminate) television programmes, or 

 5. as operator of a communication service, contrary to an adopted regulation as in § 56, 

to continue transmitting an on-demand audiovisual medium service. 

(4) An administrative offence pursuant to Sec. 1 to 3 does not apply, when the deed 

constitutes an element of a matter within the jurisdiction of the courts as a criminal action or 

when other administrative penalties are punishable by a more severe punishment 

(5) Administration punishments in accordance with sec. 1 to 3 are to be imposed by the 

regulatory authority. The Federal Government accrues the fines." 
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88. § 67 Sec. 1 reads: 

"(1) Unless stated otherwise in this Federal Act, the following remain: Media Act, BGBl. no. 

314/1981, of the Cartel Act, BGBl. I no. 61/2005, the E-Commerce Act, BGBl. I no. 152/2001, 

the Pornography Act, BGBl. I no. 97/1950 remains as is." 

 

89. In § 11 Sec. 2 the word order "During a radio broadcast" is to be replaced by the phrase 

"During the presentation audiovisual media services". 

 

90. § 67 Sec. 5 reads: 

"(5) With this Federal Act the Directive 2010/13/EU to coordinate certain laws and regulations 

of the Member States on the provision of audiovisual media services (Directive on 

audiovisual media services), OJ. No. L 95 of 4.15.2010 p. 1, the Directive 98/27/EC on 

injunctions for consumer protection, OJ. No. L 166, of 6.11.1998 p. 51, as amended by the 

Directive 2006/123/EC, OJ. No. L 376, of 12.27.2006 p. 36, the Directive 2002/19/EC of the 

European Parliament and the Council of 7 March 2002 on access to electronic 

communications networks and associated facilities, as well as their interconnection (Access 

Directive), OJ. No. L. 108 of 24. April 2002, p. 7, the Directive 2002/20/EC of the European 

Parliament and the Council of 7 March 2002 on the authorisation of electronic 

communications networks and services (Authorization Directive) OJ. No. L 108 of 24 April 

2002, p. 21 Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 7 March 

2002 on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and 

services (Framework Directive), OJ. No. L 108 of 24 April 2002, p. 33 and the Directive 

2002/22/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 7 March 2002 on universal 

service in electronic communications networks and services (Universal Service Directive), 

OJ. No. L 108 of 24 April 2002, p. 51, are implemented.  This Federal Act was notified in 

compliance with Directive 98/34/EC on an information procedure in the field of the standards 

and technical prescriptions and the prescriptions for the services of the information society, 

OJ L 204 of 21/07/1998 p. 37, finally changed by the Directive 2006/96/EC, OJ. L 363 of 

20/12/2006 p. 81 (Notification number 2010/136/A)." 

 

91. The following is added to §°67, namely sec. 8 to 10: 

"(8) At the time of entry into force of the Federal Act BGBl. I No. 50/2010 existing 

authorisations for analogue terrestrial television remain unaffected for the duration of 

authorization and the provisions of Sec.°3. and 5 of this Federal Act in the version of the 

BGBl. I No. 7/2009 continue to apply to them. At the time of entry into force of the Federal 

Act BGBl. I No. 50/2010 on existing authorisations for satellite broadcasting or for digital 

radio broadcasts, which were issued under this Federal Act, in the version BGBl. I No. 

7/2009, the remaining authorisation duration pursuant to §°3 PrR-G applies as in the Federal 

Act, version of BGBl. I No. 50/2010 remain." According to §°9 of this Federal Act in the 

version of BGBl I No. 7/2009 displayed cable radio events apply pursuant to §°6a PrR-G in 

the version of the Federal Act BGBl. I No. 50/2010 indicated." At the time of entry into force 

of the Federal Act BGBl. I No. 50/2010 existing authorizations of television programmes 

apply pursuant to §§°4 and 5 in the version of the Federal Act BGBl. I No. 50/2010 remain." 

(9) Notices according to §°9 in the version of the Federal Act BGBl. I No. 50/2010 are, at the 

time of entry into force of the Federal Act BGBl. I No. 50/2010 to reimburse the already 

existing services within three months. 
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(10) The provisions of §°38 in the version of the Federal Act BGBl. I No. 50/2010 do not 

apply for programmes produced before 19 December 2009." 

 

92. To §°69 following Sec. 8 is added: 

„(8) §§ 1 to 23, 25 to 45, 49 to 54, 56, 59 to 64 and 67 together with the section designations, 

section headings, paragraph designations and paragraph headings in the version of the 

Federal Act, BGBl. I no. 50/2010 enters into force on the 1 October 2009." 

 

93. The Annexes 1-3 are omitted. 
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[…] 

 

 

Article 8 

Amendment to the Television Exclusive Rights Act 

 

The Television Exclusive Rights Act, BGBl I no. 85/2001, is amended as follows: 

1. § 1 Sec. 1 reads: 

"(1) This Federal Act regulates the exercising of exclusive television broadcasting rights by 

broadcasters, who are subject to the Austrian jurisdiction, subject to the right of the short 

reporting of events for which these broadcasters acquire exclusive broadcasting rights, as 

well as short reporting on restricted access events." 

 

2. §°3 Sec. 2 and 9 reads: 

"(2) In the event that one of the broadcasters, subject to Austrian jurisdiction, has acquired 

exclusive broadcasting rights to an event of major importance for the society on a list 

published in the sense of Sec. 3, he is not allowed to execute these exclusive broadcasting 

rights in such a way that a substantial part of the public in a member state or in a partner 

country is denied the possibility to watch, as stated in Sec. 3, to view designated events as a 

direct complete or part reporting, or as far as public interest goes on an objective basis as 

necessary or appropriate, as time-delayed complete or short reports in a free-access 

television transmission, is determined by the member state or contract party under Sec.°3. 

(3) An event is considered to be an event of major importance, as expressed in Sec. 2, when 

it appears as such on a list of a member country belonging to the European Union, and when 

it appears in the Official Journal of the European Communities, as in Art. 14 sec. 1 and 2 of 

Directive 2010/13/EC for the coordination of certain laws and regulations by Member States 

on the provision of audiovisual media services (Directive on audiovisual media services), OJ. 

L 95 of 15/04/2010 p. 1, or which appeared on a list of partner countries of the European 

Convention on Transfrontier Television, BGBl. III no.°164/1998, in the amended wording of 

the Revision Protocol BGBl. III no. 64/2002, cited by the Standing Committee in accordance 

with Art. 9a of the Convention. 

(4) Freely accessible television programmes in the sense of this law are those that can be 

viewed by the television viewer without additional and without regular payments for the use 

of technical equipment for decoding. Not to be understood as additional payments under this 

paragraph are the payments of the license fee, the ORF programme remuneration, a 

connection fee, as well as the basic cable fee payable to the cable network operators. 

(5) The obligation in accordance with sec. 1 and 2 are considered as fulfilled, when the 

television broadcaster has attempted in a verifiable and reasonable manner, on the basis of 

the appropriate and usual market provisions, to enable the freely accessible reception of the 

respective event in the usual manner. For the purpose of achieving an amicable agreement 

on the provisions, a television broadcaster may make a call to the regulatory authority. This 

has to bring about an agreement with the involvement of all the participating parties; minutes 

must be kept concerning the negotiations, as well as the outcome. 
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(6) If no agreement can be reached, the regulatory authority, at the request of one of the 

participating television broadcasters, must voice an opinion whether the television 

broadcaster fulfilled his obligation adequately under Section 1, 2 or 5. In the case that the 

broadcaster did not sufficiently fulfil his obligation, the regulatory authority must determine 

the appropriate and usual market provisions as in Sec. 5 in the place of the television 

organizer. Especially the regulatory authority has to determine an appropriate and usual 

market price for the concession of the transmission rights. 

(7) A television broadcaster, who did not fulfil his obligations sufficiently, as in Sec. 1 and 2, 

can be charged under the regulations of civil law for compensation or for damages. The 

claim for damages also includes the compensation for lost profits. 

(8) A legal action for damages is only permitted when a decision under Sec.6 is on hand. 

Notwithstanding, Sec.9, the Court and the parties to the procedure under Sec. 6 are bound to 

a final adjudication. 

(9) If the Court holds for unlawful the decision in a procedure, in accordance with Sec. 8, it 

has to interrupt the proceedings and appeal to the Administrative Court under Art. 131 sec.2 

B-VG to establish the illegality of the decision. After receipt of cognition of the Administrative 

Court, the Court must continue the proceedings and rule on the dispute in keeping with the 

legal view of the Administrative Court." 

 

3. The previous §§°8 and 9 including headings will receive the designation "9." and "10.". 

 

4. §§°5 to 8 including headings read: 

"Short Reporting 

§ 5. (1) A television broadcaster, who has acquired exclusive rights to broadcast an event of 

major informative interest, has to grant every established broadcaster of a partner country of 

the Agreement on the European Economic Area or in a party country of the European 

Convention on Transfrontier Television of 5 May 1989, BGBl. III no. 164/1998 (established 

broadcaster) on request and on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory conditions the right 

to short reporting for own broadcasting purposes. A case of major informative interest exists 

then, when it is to be expected that the event, given its importance, will receive wide media 

coverage in Austria, or, in the present context, of another of the mentioned partner countries. 

(2) The right to short reporting comprises the authorization to record the signal of the obliged 

television broadcaster, in the meaning of Sec.1, and the authorization to produce and 

transmit or the making available of a short report under the provisions provided in Sec.3 to 5. 

(3) For the right to do a short report the following provisions apply: 

 1. Short reporting is restricted to a short report in the event of a corresponding news-like 

occurrence; 

 2. The short report may be used only in general news broadcasts; 

 3. The entitled television broadcaster is permitted to freely select the content of the short 

report from the signal of the obliged television broadcaster; 

 4. The permitted duration of the short report is proportional to the length of time that is 

necessary to convey the news-like content of the informative occurrence and is to last, 

when no other agreement exists, for not longer than 90 seconds; 
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 5. If the occurrence extends over more than a day, then the right of doing a short report 

comprises the daily distribution of a short report; 

 6. The transmission and provision of the short report may, in any case, not begin before 

the start of the transmission by, in the meaning of Sec.1, the obliged television 

broadcaster; 

 7. The entitled television broadcaster has to clearly identify the short report as such and 

must clearly mark the source. 

(4) The obliged broadcaster only, unless agreed otherwise, has a claim to compensation for 

the additional costs that are directly associated with the mentioned above granting of access. 

(5) The right to short reporting also comprises the entitlement by the television broadcaster to 

make the news programme containing the short report available after the broadcast in an 

unchanged form in the framework of an on-demand audiovisual media service. Its being 

available is allowed for a maximum period of seven days after broadcast. 

(6) An obliged television broadcaster, in the meaning of Sec. 1, has to, when requested by 

another television broadcaster, make known in due time before the event the conditions 

under which he would be willing to contractually grant a right to short reporting. 

(7) A television broadcaster, who requires the granting of a right, in the meaning of Sec.  1, 

may make a call to the regulatory authority in order to assert this right. However, if another 

broadcaster, who is established in the same country of the contract as the television 

broadcaster who is attempting to obtain the right to short reporting, has already obtained 

exclusive rights to the event, then access must be sought from this broadcaster and must be 

made applicable to this country of contract. The regulatory authority has to work towards an 

amicable settlement between the broadcasters as quickly as possible. If this is not achieved, 

then the regulatory authority has to pronounce a decision, whether and on which conditions 

the other broadcaster is to receive the right to short reporting or not. The regulatory authority, 

in doing so, has to cautiously gauge the interests of both involved parties and by specifying 

the conditions even closer has to achieve a balanced settlement between the right to 

information and the right to acquire property and freedom of competition. 

(8) When, due to the exceptional actuality of the occurrence, the proceedings, as in Sec.8, 

cannot be completed on time, then the regulatory authority can, at the request of a 

participating broadcaster, retroactively later pronounce whether and on which conditions a 

right to short reporting would have been allowed. In the event that a right to short reporting 

would have been allowed, then the obliged television broadcaster, under analogous 

application of § 3 sec. 7 to 9, can consider recourse for damages. 

(9) In the event that a right to short reporting is granted to a television broadcaster (he is 

under Austrian jurisdiction) in another partner country, which is mentioned in Sec. 1, then the 

regulatory authority, when no settlement can be reached and at the request of an involved 

party, must officially determine to which conditions the exercise of the right to short reporting 

were tied. In doing so, the regulatory authority must respect the decision (in favour of the 

right to short reporting) by the granting court or official authority of the other partner country 

and must apply the provisions as in Sec. 3 to 7. In those cases, where the right to short 

reporting is obtained by a broadcaster, who is not under Austrian jurisdiction, the regulatory 

authority, in determining the appropriate conditions based on the preceding sections, has to 

apply, additionally, the relevant provisions of the applicable jurisdiction of that partner 

country. 
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(10) The right to short reporting may also in isolated cases be asserted by an intermediary 

acting in the name of and on behalf of a broadcaster. 

 

Reporting on Restricted Access Events 

§ 6. (1) A television broadcaster, who occasionally receives, due to the factual 

circumstances, the exclusive opportunity to report on an occurrence of general and major 

informative interest, has to provide approved broadcasters, from partner countries included 

under the Agreement on the European Economic Area or from a partner country belonging to 

the European Convention on Transfrontier Television of 5 May 1989, BGBl. III No. 164/1998, 

approved broadcasters on request and on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms, 

with access to the signal for the purpose of reporting. 

(2) A case of major informative interest exists then, when it can be expected that the event, 

given its importance, will receive wide media coverage in Austria, or, in another of the partner 

countries as mentioned. 

(3) For the use of the signal, the provisions of § 5 sec. 3 point 1 to 3 and point 5 to 7 and sec. 

5 apply correspondingly. The permitted maximum duration of the short reports is calculated 

by the length in time, which is necessary to convey the news-like content of the informative 

occurrence. The obliged television broadcaster has the right to expect an adequate 

contributive participation towards the production costs incurred by him and also the 

reimbursement for the additional costs incurred specifically with the granting of access. 

(4) A broadcaster, who requires the granting of a right as referred to in sec. 1, may make a 

call to the regulatory authority in order to assert this right. The regulatory authority has to 

work towards an amicable settlement between the broadcasters as quickly as possible. If this 

is not achieved, then the regulatory authority has to pronounce a decision, whether and on 

which conditions the other broadcaster is to receive the right to short reporting or not. 

(5) When, due to the exceptional actual importance of the occurrence, the proceedings, as in 

Sec. 4, cannot be completed on time, then the regulatory authority can, at the request of a 

participating broadcaster, retroactively later pronounce whether and on which conditions a 

right to short reporting would have been allowed. In the event that a right to short reporting 

would have been allowed, the obliged television broadcaster, under analogous application of 

§ 3 sec. 7 to 9, can consider recourse for damages. 

(6) The right to short reporting may also in isolated cases be asserted by an intermediary 

acting in the name of and on behalf of a broadcaster." 

 

Regulatory authority 

§ 7. The regulatory authority in the definition of this Federal Act pursuant to § 1 "KOG" Act, 

BGBl. I No. 32/2001, is the established Austrian Communications Authority (CommAustria). 

 

Penalties and procedures 

§ 8. (1) An administrative offence is to be punished by the regulatory authority with a fine to 

the amount of between EUR 36 000 to 58 000, who 

 1. violates § 3 Sec. 1 or 2, 
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 2. the right provided for in § 5 sec. 1 contrary to a judgement by the regulatory authority 

is not guaranteed or in the case of § 5 sec.  8 had not been guaranteed, 

 3. in the absence of a corresponding agreement, the sending or providing of a short 

report contrary to the provisions of § 5 sec. 3 points 1, 2, 4, 6 or sec. 5, 

 4. the right provided for in § 6 sec.1 contrary to a judgement by the regulatory authority 

is not guaranteed or in the case of § 6 sec. 5 had not been guaranteed, 

 5. in the absence of a corresponding agreement, the sending or providing of a short 

report contrary to the provisions of § 6 sec. 3. 

(2) The Federal Government accrue the fines." 

(3) The regulatory authority shall in the proceedings according to Sec. 1, conduct a public 

hearing. 

(4) for repeated and serious violations of the Federal Act by a broadcaster or media service 

provider against the Audiovisual Media Services Act ("AMD-G"), the regulatory authority, ex 

officio, must start the process of withdrawal or of prohibition as in § 63 "AMD-G". 

(5) In the case of alleged violations of this Federal Act by the Austrian Broadcasting 

Corporation the provisions § 37 ORF Act applies mutatis mutandis." 

 

5. In § 10 Sec. 1 the legislative citation"§°3 sec.5 to 7" is replaced by the legislative 

citation"§°3 sec. 7 to 9". 

 

6. The previous § 11 together with title receives the designation "§ 12.". 

 

7. § 11 including heading reads: 

"Implementation Reference 

§ 11. (1) With this Federal Act, the Directive 2010/13/EC was implemented to coordinate 

certain legal and administrative regulations of the Members States concerning the provision 

of audiovisual media services (Directive on audiovisual media services), OJ L 95 of 

15/04/2010 p. 1." 

8. In § 12 the existing text receives the section designation "(1)"; the following sec. 2 is 

added: 

„(2) §§ 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 together with the headings in the text of the Federal Act 

BGBl. I no. 50/2010 enters into force on 1 October 2009." 

 


